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Abstract. Motivated by phylogenetics, our aim is to obtain a system of low degree equations that define a phylogenetic variety on an open set containing the biologically meaningful
points. In this paper we consider phylogenetic varieties defined via group-based models. For
any finite abelian group G, we provide an explicit construction of codim X polynomial equations (phylogenetic invariants) of degree at most |G| that define the variety X on a Zariski
open set U . The set U contains all biologically meaningful points when G is the group of
the Kimura 3-parameter model. In particular, our main result confirms [Mic12, Conjecture
7.9] and, on the set U , Conjectures 29 and 30 of [SS05].

1. Introduction
As already devised in the title of an essay by J.E. Cohen in “Mathematics Is Biology’s
Next Microscope, Only Better; Biology Is Mathematics’ Next Physics, Only Better” [Coh04],
biology has lead to very interesting new problems in mathematics. In this paper we deal
with algebraic varieties derived from phylogenetics, which were first introduced by Allman
and Rhodes [AR03, AR04]. In phylogenetics, statistical models of evolution of nucleotides
are proposed so that DNA sequences from currently living species are considered to have
evolved from a common ancestor’s sequence following a Markov process along a tree T . The
living species are represented at the leaves of the tree, the interior nodes represent ancestral
sequences, and the main goal in phylogenetics is to reconstruct the ancestral relationships
among the current species. Roughly speaking, the phylogenetic variety X associated to a
Markov model and a tree T is the smallest algebraic variety that contains the set of joint
distributions of nucleotides at the leaves of the tree, cf. the introductory papers [Cas12] and
[AR07]. Its interest in biology lies in the fact that, no matter what the statistical parameters
are, the theoretical joint distribution of nucleotides of the current species will be represented
by a point in this phylogenetic variety. For this reason, the elements of the ideal of X are
known as phylogenetic invariants. Knowing a system of generators of the ideal of X would
allow doing phylogenetic inference without having to estimate the statistical parameters
[CFS07], which is always a tedious task.
Constructing a minimal system of generators of the ideal of phylogenetic invariants is hard
and remains an open problem in most cases; e.g. for the most general Markov model. Apart
from theoretical difficulties, its cardinality is huge with respect to the number of leaves of the
tree. On the other hand, a complete system of generators might have no biological interest,
because the set of probability distributions forms only a real, semialgebraic subset of the
phylogenetic variety. Generalizing some ideas of [CFS08] we propose a different approach: we
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construct a minimal system of codim X phylogenetic invariants that are sufficient to define
X on a Zariski open set containing the biological relevant points. We do this for certain
phylogenetic varieties defined via the action of a finite abelian group G. These varieties turn
out to be toric and comprise the phylogenetic varieties of two well known models in biology:
Kimura 3-parameter model when G = Z2 × Z2 , and the Felsenstein-Neyman model when
G = Z2 . However, most of the well known models, e.g. Jukes-Cantor, Kimura 2-parameters,
or the general Markov model, do not fit this description. A forthcoming paper involving
different techniques will be devoted to these remaining models.
A toric variety X, equivariantly embedded in a projective space P, has a naturally distinguished open subset UX : the orbit of the torus action. When X is the projective space P,
the corresponding open set U := UP is just the locus of points with all coordinates different
from zero. In any case, the variety UX = X ∩ U and is isomorphic to an algebraic torus – in
particular it is smooth. As it was observed in [CFS08] for the Kimura 3-parameter model,
the biologically meaningful points of X belong to UX . It is thus well-justified to ask for the
description of UX ⊂ U . The variety UX is in fact a complete intersection in U , hence it can
be described by codim X phylogenetic invariants. We provide an explicit description of UX
consistent with the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1.1. [SS05, Conjecture 29] For any abelian group G and any tree T , the ideal
I(X) of the associated phylogenetic variety is generated in degree at most |G|.
The conjecture is open, apart from the case G = Z2 [SS05, CP07]. The conjecture was
stated separately for the Kimura 3-parameter model corresponding to the group Z2 × Z2
[SS05, Conjecture 30]. In this case, it was proved first on the open subset U [Mic14] and
later on the scheme-theoretic level [Mic13]. In this paper, we give an explicit construction
of phylogenetic invariants of degree at most |G| that define the variety X on U for any
finite abelian group G, providing insights to the above conjecture. Using toric language we
provide low degree generators of the corresponding lattice basis ideal. Our proof has several
steps. Starting from star trees and cyclic groups, we inductively extend the construction
to arbitrary abelian groups and trees. Moreover, we give a positive answer to a conjecture
stated in the last author’s PhD thesis [Mic12, Conjecture 7.9]:
Conjecture 1.2. [Mic12, Conjecture 7.9] On the orbit U the variety associated to a claw
tree is the intersection of varieties associated to trees with nodes of strictly smaller valency.
The results of this paper can be also used to determine whole systems of generators of
the ideal defining the phylogenetic variety. It is enough to take the low degree generators
provided here and saturate with respect to the coordinates of the ambient space - cf. [MS05,
Section 7.2]. We would like to thank the referee for pointing this out.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we collect the preliminary results needed in
the sequel and we give a local description of the phylogenetic varieties under consideration
as a quotient of a group action. This result is supplementary to the rest of the paper but
we include it because it sorts out an error in [CFS08]. In section 3 we provide the explicit
generators of degree ≤ |G| for UX when T is a tripod tree: first, for the case of cyclic
groups, and then for arbitrary groups. In section 4, we give a construction for the desired
generators of trees obtained by joining two smaller trees whose generators are already known.
The results of these two sections provide the desired generators for the ideal of UX on any
trivalent tree T – that is, a tree whose interior nodes have valency ≤ 3. In section 5 we
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stick to the case of claw trees of any valency, which allows us to provide the generators for
arbitrary trees. Finally, in section 6 we describe the general procedure to obtain the desired
generators for any tree and any abelian group, according to the results proved in the paper.
Acknowledgements. The last author would like to thank Centre de Recerca Matemàtica
(CRM), Institut de Matemàtiques de la Universitat de Barcelona (IMUB), Universitat Politècnica
de Catalunya, and in particular Rosa-Maria Miró-Roig, for invitation and great working atmosphere.
2. Group-based models
2.1. Preliminaries. An interesting introduction to tree models and its applications in phylogenetics can be found in [PS05, Section 1.4.4] and [AR07]. For the more specific case of
group-based models we refer to [SS05, Mic12] and we state the main facts here.
Let G be a finite abelian group and T a tree directed from a node r that will be called
the root. Let E, L and N be respectively the set of edges, leaves and interior nodes of the
tree T . Denote g := |G|, e := |E| and l := |L|, where | · | means cardinality. We assume the
leaves of the tree are labelled so we have a bijection between L and the set {1, 2, . . . , l} and,
in particular, an ordering on L. We will use additive notation for the operation in G.
Remark 2.1. We assume that all the edges are directed from the root to simplify the
notation. In fact, the orientation of edges of T can be arbitrary – all defined objects would
be isomorphic [Mic11, Remark 2.4].
Definition 2.2 (group-based flow [DBM12, BW07]). A group-based
flow (or briefly
a flow )
P
P
is a function f : E → G such that for each node n, we have ei ∈In f (ei ) = ej ∈On f (ei ),
where In and On are respectively the sets of edges incoming to n and outgoing from n. If
the edges of the tree have been given an order e1 , . . . , ee , then a group-based flow f will also
be denoted by its values as [f (e1 ), . . . , f (ee )].
Notice that group-based flows with the natural addition operation form a group isomorphic
to Gl−1 – cf. discussion on bijection between networks and sockets in [Mic11].
Remark 2.3. We want to point out that a group-based flow is completely determined by
the values it associates to the pendant edges of T . Precisely, if f and f 0 are two groupbased flows such that f (ek ) = f 0 (ek ) for all pendant edges ek , then f = f 0 . Actually, given
g1 ,P
. . . , gl ∈ G, there exists a flow f that assigns gi at the pendant edge of leaf i if and only
if i gi = 0.
Example 2.4. Let us consider the group G = Z3 and the following tree:
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An example of a group-based flow on the tree above is given by the association e1 → 2, e2 → 1,
e3 → 1, e4 → 2, e5 → 1.
Definition 2.5 (Lattices M , M̃ , Polytope PT,G , Variety XT,G , [Mic11]). For a fixed edge
e0 , we define Me0 as the lattice with basis elements indexed by all pairs (e0 , g) forQg ∈ G.
The basis element indexed by (e0 , g) is denoted by b(e0 ,g) ∈ Me0 . We define M = j∈E Mj
and we P
have M ' Z|E|·|G| . To a group-based flow f one can naturally associate an element
Qf :=
j∈E b(j,f (j)) ∈ M . We define PT,G to be the polytope with vertices Qf over all
group-based flows f . We will be omitting subscripts, if it does not lead to confusion. The
dimension of P is taken as the topological dimension. We also define M̃ to be the sublattice
of M spanned by PT,G .
Let C[P ] be the semigroup algebra on the monoid generated by P . The variety XT,G :=
Proj C[P ] is called the phylogenetic variety associated to T and G.
Remark 2.6. We consider the variety X with its equivariant toric embedding, corresponding
to the polytope P . This is not the same as the biologically meaningful embedding, but it is
isomorphic, cf. [SS05].
In terms of algebras, if we write R = C[xfi ] with variables xfi corresponding to group-based
flows fi and S = C[{y(e,g) }e∈E,g∈G ], then the ideal of X is the kernel of the map:
(2.1)

R −→ S
Q
xf 7→
e∈E y(e,f (e))

The associated map of affine spaces is the parametrization of X according to the group-based
model on G.
Remark 2.7. In general, we may represent a lattice polytope P ⊂ Zn by a matrix A with
columns corresponding to lattice points of P . Then the binomials in the ideal of the toric
variety defined by P correspond exactly to integral vectors in the kernel of A. In particular,
they form a lattice, KerZ (A). Using this language, our aim is to construct a basis of this
lattice corresponding to binomials of low degree. A lattice basis always exists, but it is hard
to give an explicit lattice basis with generators of (prefixed) low degrees. In this sense, our
work is related to hard conjectures concerning the degrees in which toric ideals are defined.
We would like to mention two interesting examples.
The first one is a well known conjecture of Bogvad that smooth projective toric varieties
are defined by quadrics. It would be very interesting to prove it even for the dense torus
orbit - cf. [Bru11].
Another example comes from polytopes associated to matroids. Here, also the general
question whether the associated ideals are generated by quadrics remains open for over 30
years [Whi80]. However, a recent paper [LM14] by M. Lasoń and the third author proves this
result up to saturation, thus providing a description of the corresponding projective toric
schemes.
Example 2.8. Some of the varieties defined above come from biological evolutionary models:
if we take G = Z2 , we recover the Felsenstein-Neyman model (or the binary Jukes-Cantor
model), and the Kimura 3-parameter model corresponds to the group G = Z2 × Z2 , see
[SS05, HP89]. For these groups, a discrete Fourier change of coordinates translates the
parametrization map above into the original parametrization map used in biology, where the
parameters stand for the transition probabilities between nucleotides.
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By basic toric geometry, the equations of X – elements of the defining ideal – correspond
to relations among vertices of P , cf. [Stu96, Chapter 13], [Ful93, CLS11]. These, by construction, correspond to group-based flows.
variety
Q The ideal
Q of the corresponding
P phylogenetic
P
X is generated by those binomials i∈I xfi = j∈J xfj , such that i∈I Qfi = j∈J Qfj . A
degree d monomial xfi1 xfi2 . . . xfid in the indeterminates of R can be encoded as a multiset
m of d group-based flows m = {fi1 , fi2 , . . . , fid }. Then each degree d binomial in the ideal of
X is encoded as a relation between a pair of multisets m = {f1 , . . . , fd }, m0 = {f10 , . . . , fd0 }
of d flows each. If e0 is an edge of T , we denote by πe0 (m) the multiset {f1 (e0 ), . . . , fd (e0 )}.
Then the multisets m, m0 correspond to a relation of degree d among flows (equivalently, to a
phylogenetic invariant of degree d) if and only if the multisets πe0 (m) and πe0 (m0 ) are equal
for each edge e0 ∈ E. We denote this relation by m ≡T m0 , m ≡X m0 , or m ≡ m0 if the
variety and the tree are understood from the context. Then, we can write
X
X
{f1 , . . . , fd } ≡ {f10 , . . . , fd0 } ⇔
Qfi =
Qfi0 .
i

i

Example 2.9. Consider the binary Jukes-Cantor model, that is, G = Z2 , on the tree T of
Figure 1.

Figure 1. A directed 5-leaved tree.
In this case, group-based flows are represented by a sequence of e = 6 assignments of
elements of Z2 to the edges considered in the following order: e0 , . . . , e5 . An example of a
relation m ≡T m0 is given by the following pair of multisets, each containing two group-based
flows:
(1) m = {[1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0], [1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0]},
(2) m0 = {[1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0], [1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0]}.
The corresponding phylogenetic invariant is x[1,1,0,1,0,0] x[1,0,1,0,1,0] = x[1,0,1,1,0,0] x[1,1,0,0,1,0] .
Example 2.10 (Edge invariants). The previous example is a special case of a general construction of edge invariants [PS04, AR08]. In our setting, edge invariants can be constructed
as follows. Fix an internal edge e0 in a tree T , and decompose T as a join of two trees T1 and
T2 with only one common edge e0 . The following construction will be often used in Section
4. Note that each group-based flow f on T decomposes exactly into two group-based flows
f1 , f2 respectively on T1 and T2 , that assign the same element to e0 . We will denote this by
f = f1 ? f2 . Let us fix two group-based flows f and f 0 on T that assign the same element to
e0 and decompose as f = f1 ? f2 and f 0 = f10 ? f20 . Then, the following relation is called an
edge invariant associated to e0 and is a quadratic phylogenetic invariant for the tree T :
{f1 ? f2 , f10 ? f20 } ≡ {f1 ? f20 , f10 ? f2 }.
Edge invariants can be defined for a broader class of evolutionary models. They correspond to
minors derived from rank conditions on certain matrices associated to edges called flattenings,
cf. [DK09] and [CFS11].
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Figure 2. T1 ≤ T2 : T1 is obtained by contraction of the interior edge of T2 .
Example 2.11 (Edge contraction). Given two undirected trees, we write T1 ≤ T2 if T1
can be obtained form T2 by contraction of interior edges, that is, identifying both nodes of
certain interior edges of T2 . For example, in figure 2 we have T1 ≤ T2 .
If T1 ≤ T2 , then the variety XT1 ,G is contained in XT2 ,G for any group G, cf. for example [Mic14, Prop 3.9]. For the corresponding ideals the reverse inclusion holds. That is,
phylogenetic invariants of T2 are also phylogenetic invariants of T1 . Note that phylogenetic
invariants on Ti have coordinates labelled by group-based flows on Ti . If we give to T1 an
orientation induced from an orientation on T2 , we can naturally associate to each flow on
T2 its restriction to T1 . For example, for the trees in figure 2, we root T2 at w (obtaining
the tree of Example 2.9) and root T1 at the interior node. Then a group-based flow f on T2
restricts to the flow on T1 that assigns f (ei ) to each pendant edge ei in T1 . For instance, if
we consider G = Z2 and the invariant represented by m ≡T2 m0 as in Example 2.10, then
the corresponding relation on T1 is
{[1, 0, 1, 0, 0], [0, 1, 0, 1, 0]} ≡T1 {[0, 1, 1, 0, 0], [1, 0, 0, 1, 0]},
where we have removed the assignment to e0 .
2.2. Description of the torus UX as a quotient. The affine cone X̂ over the variety X
equals Spec C[P ]. The inclusion P ⊂ M̃ induces the inclusion of algebras C[P ] ,→ C[M̃ ].
Geometrically, it gives the inclusion of the open set Spec C[M̃ ] = UX̂ ,→ X̂. Let KM ⊂ M
be the positive quadrant in the lattice M . The affine space of phylogenetic parameters
equals A := Spec C[KM ]. The dominant map parameterizing X̂ is induced by the inclusion
C[P ] ,→ C[KM ]. Again, one can restrict to dense torus orbits obtaining UA := Spec C[M ] →
Spec C[M̃ ].
Our aim is to understand this map and its projectivization. As we will be considering
projective varieties we introduce the following sublattices.
Definition 2.12 (Lattices
M0 and M̃0 ). We define M0 as the sublattice of M consisting of
P
those points p =
cP
(j,g) b(j,g) such that for each edge j ∈ E, the sum of coordinates c(j,g)
over g ∈ G equals 0: g∈G c(j,g) = 0 for all j ∈ E.
We define M̃0 := M0 ∩ M̃ . This is the character lattice of the torus UX – the locus of points
of the projective toric variety X with all coordinates different from zero [CLS11, Section 2.1].
In other words, UX = X ∩ UP ' Spec C[M̃0 ].
Remark 2.13. If we consider the localization with respect to all the variables xfi , corresponding to the Zariski open subset UX of X isomorphic to a torus, we see that the dense
−1
 Q
Q
x
− 1 such that
torus UX is defined defined by Laurent binomials
x
f
f
j
i
j∈J
i∈I
P
P
i∈I Qi −
j∈J Qj = 0.
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Remark 2.14. The first two authors proved in [CFS08] that, in the case of the Kimura
3-parameter model, the points of X with a certain biological meaning have always positive
coordinates. Indeed, under this model, the parametrization of the variety given in (2.1) can
be translated to the original parametrization regarding conditional probabilities of substitution of nucleotides. It can be shown that DNA sequences with enough no-mutation events (so
that the evolutionary distance between nucleotide sequences at the leaves of the tree can be
safely estimated) correspond to points around the no-mutation point, which has coordinates
(1, . . . , 1) in our setting. All these points are clearly included in the open set UX .
On the other hand, also from the biological standpoint, we are interested in the cardinality
of the fiber of the parametrization map for a generic point. Actually, when the variety
corresponds to an evolutionary model, e.g. for G = Z2 × Z2 , then the cardinality of the
fiber tells us how many parameters are mapped to the same probability distribution at the
leaves of the tree. Regarding the identifiability of parameters in statistical models, this is
an important issue because one usually wants a unique stochastic point in the preimage. In
this case, the parameters are said to be identifiable. Usually there is a group acting at each
interior node of the tree which forces the cardinality of a generic fiber to at least |G||N | - cf.
[Cha96] for the biological case. Below we prove that, for group-based models, this cardinality
is equal to this bound, as expected in the biological framework.
For a fixed node n ∈ N we have an action of G∗ (' G) on C[M ] defined as follows: for
χ ∈ G∗ and given an indeterminate y(j,g) in C[M ], j ∈ E, g ∈ G we define :

if j is not adjacent to n,
 y(j,g)
χ(g) y(j,g)
if j is incoming to n,
χ ·n y(j,g) :=
 χ(g)−1 y
if j is outgoing from n.
(j,g)
By the definition of the generators of M̃ we see that C[M̃ ] is invariant by the action of G∗ .
Notice that for a fixed n ∈ N , the action ·n of G∗ restricts to C[M0 ].
Proposition 2.15. [Mic12, Lemma 6.5 and Corollary 6.7]The following equality holds:
N

C[M̃0 ] = C[M0 ](G ) ,
where GN ' (G∗ )N acts as above. Moreover,
dim P = dim X = dim UX = dim M̃0 = dim M0 = (g − 1)e,
hence
codim X = codim X̂ = gl−1 − 1 − (g − 1)e.
The projective parametrization map of the model, restricted to the dense torus orbits is a
finite cover, given by a quotient of a finite group acting freely, where the cardinality of each
fiber is
index(M0 : M̃0 ) = |GN | = g|N | .
Such fibers provide the possible parameters of the model.
The reader is referred to the Appendix for a proof of this result.
Let us now prove that not only the cardinality of the fiber is constant. In fact, locally the
parametrization map is described by the quotient of a free group action. Indeed, consider
the action of (C∗ )e on C[M ] given by
(λe )e∈E · y(e0 ,g) = λe0 y(e0 ,g) .
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Notice that M0 =QM (C ) . Consider a subtorus (C∗ )e−1 ⊂ (C∗ )e corresponding to points
(λe )e∈E such that λe = 1. The dense torus orbit in the affine space of parameters of the
model is the spectrum of the algebra C[M ], i.e. UA = Spec C[M ]. By taking quotient in UA
additionally by GN × (C∗ )e−1 we obtain UX̂ , or equivalently in the level of algebras:
C[M̃ ] = C[M ]G

N ×(C∗ )e−1

.

The group GN × (C∗ )e−1 acts also on C[KM ], the algebra of the whole parameter affine
space C[y(e,g) ]e∈E,g∈G . However, the quotient is not equal to the algebra of the affine cone
over the variety X representing the model (here the first two authors acknowledge an error
in [CFS08, Theorem 3.6] without further consequences in the quoted paper). Indeed, the
algebra C[P ] of the affine variety is invariant by the action of GN × (C∗ )e−1 . However, the
invariant monomials of C[KM ] correspond to all the monomials of M̃ that are in the positive
quadrant of M . Not all such monomials are generated by the polytope. For example,
for
Q
2
2
the Kimura 3-parameter model (that is, G = Z2 × Z2 ) the monomial y(e0 ,g) ei ∈E y(ei ,0) ,
where 0 ∈ G is the neutral element is invariant for any g ∈ G and any distinguished edge
e0 (because g + g = 0). This is not however the sum of any two vertices of the polytope
associated to the variety. This is the reason why the quotient construction holds only locally
in the Zariski topology.
3. The tripod
By definition, the tripod is the tree T with one interior node and three leaves. Assume the
tripod is rooted at the interior node and leaves are labelled. In this case, group-based flows
can be identified with triples of group elements [i, j, k] such that i + j + k = 0. Consider a
g × g matrix M = (mi,j )i,j with columns and rows indexed by the group elements and only
integral entries. The entry at (i, j) corresponds to the flow [i, j, −i − j], and so, the matrix
M can be identified with the Laurent monomial:
Y m
i,j
L(M) :=
x[i,j,−i−j]
.
i,j∈G

From now on, we will write Mk (Z) for the group of k × k matrices with integral entries
under addition.
Lemma 3.1. For a given matrix M ∈ Mg (Z), the Laurent binomial L(M) − 1 belongs to the
localized ideal of the phylogenetic variety of XT if and only if:
(1) each row sum in M equals zero,
(2) each column sum in M equals zero,
(3) for each k ∈ G, the sum of all entries mi,j with i + j = k equals zero.
Proof. Follows from Remark 2.13 – the three conditions correspond to three different edges
of the tripod.

Definition 3.2. Integral matrices satisfying the three conditions of Lemma 3.1 will be called
admissible for G. That is, if for any k ∈ G we define the set Sk = {(i, j) ∈ G × G | i + j = k},
a matrix M is admissible (for G) if
(1) each row sum in M equals zero,
(2) each column sum
Pin M equals zero,
(3) for each k ∈ G, (i,j)∈Sk mi,j = 0.
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Given any matrix (admissible or not), we call the sum of positive entries its degree. It is equal
to the degree of the associated binomial, obtained from L(M)−1 after clearing denominators:
Y m
Y −m
i,j
i,j
−
.
x[i,j,−i−j]
x[i,j,−i−j]
mi,j >0

mi,j <0

Example 3.3. Consider the group G = Z3 . The order of elements labelling the rows and
columns is as follows: 0, 1, 2. Consider the following, matrix with degree three:


0 −1 1
0 −1  .
M= 1
−1 1
0
It corresponds to the monomial:
−1
−1
L(M) = x[0,1,2] x[1,2,0] x[2,0,1] x−1
[0,2,1] x[1,0,2] x[2,1,0] ,

and to the binomial:
x[0,1,2] x[1,2,0] x[2,0,1] − x[0,2,1] x[1,0,2] x[2,1,0] .
Definition 3.4 (adm(G)). Any integral combination of admissible matrices gives an admissible matrix, so that admissible g × g matrices form a Z-submodule of Mg (Z). We will
denote it by adm(G).
Remark 3.5. Admissible matrices of a cyclic group have an interpretation in terms of
“magic squares”. They are differences of two magic squares with:
(i) each row summing up to a fixed number,
(ii) each column summing up to a fixed number,
(iii) each generalized diagonal (that is g entries parallel to the diagonal) summing up to
a fixed number.
Corollary 3.6. A set of Laurent binomials L(Mi ) − 1, i = 1, . . . , m, defines the variety X
in the Zariski open set U if and only if Mi generate adm(G).
3.1. Cyclic group. Consider G = Zg . In this case, the codimension of the variety X
associated to the tripod is (g − 1)(g − 2). We shall explicitly construct (g − 1)(g − 2)
binomials of degree at most g that define X in the Zariski open set U . Each binomial will
have the form L(M)−1, where L(M) is the Laurent monomial corresponding to an admissible
matrix M. By virtue of Corollary 3.6 we need to construct (g − 1)(g − 2) admissible matrices
for G that form a Z-basis of adm(G).
Remark 3.7. The construction we give below works for any value of g. However, for values
of g that are not powers of a prime number it may be better to use the method of Section
3.2 in order to obtain lower degree phylogenetic invariants.
We begin by introducing elementary matrices in Mg (Z) as follows: given i, j ∈ G, we
write Eji ∈ Mg (Z) for the matrix whose entries are all equal to zero, except for the entry in
the i row and j column, which is equal to one.
Definition 3.8 (Matrix Ai,a
j,b ). Given group elements i, j, a, b ∈ G with i 6= a, j 6= b, we
define the matrix
(3.1)

a
i
a
i
Ai,a
j,b = (Ej + Eb ) − (Eb + Ej ),
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X(2, 4) = 





0

1

0

−1 1
−1 0
0
0
1 −1
1 −1
0
0

0
···


−1 0 0
..

.


1







Figure 3. Example of the matrix X(i, j) when G = Z7 , i = 2 and j = 4. The
entries that are not specified are zero.
that is,
j



Ai,a
j,b


···
i 


=

a 
 ···

..
.
1 ···
..
.
−1 · · ·
..
.

b
..
.
−1 . . .
..
.
1 ···
..
.










where all the non-explicit entries are zero.
This matrix has degree 2 and, although it is not admissible, it satisfies the first two
conditions of admissibility. Our idea is to produce phylogenetic invariants, or equivalently
admissible matrices, as sums of these matrices.
Proposition 3.9. For G = Zg there exists an integral basis of cardinality (g − 1)(g − 2) of
the adm(G), where each matrix has degree at most g.
Proof. First, we construct the candidate to basis. We define the following set
K = {(i, j) ∈ G × G | i 6= 0 and j 6= 0, 1},
which has cardinality (g − 1)(g − 2). For each index (i, j) ∈ K we shall define an admissible
matrix X(i, j) that has 1 on the entry corresponding to (i, j) and 0 on all the other entries
indexed by K:

0
X(i, j) = i








0 1
∗ ∗
∗
..
.

∗

∗
..
. ...

∗ ∗
We need to distinguish three cases:

j
...
..
.
1
..
.

∗






... 
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Case 1 (i < g/2): We define X(i, j) as the following sum:
i−1,j
Ai,0
+ Ai−2,j+1
+ · · · + A1,i+j−2
+ A0,i+j−1
.
1,0
1,0
1,0
j,0 + A1,0

(3.2)

This matrix has 1 at (i, j) and zero at all other entries indexed by K. Moreover, it is
admissible. Indeed, conditions (1) and (2) of Definition 3.2 are satisfied by all the summands
above, so also for X(i, j). On the other hand, using the definition of the A-matrices in 3.1,
it is easy to see that X(i, j) can be decomposed as a sum of i + 1 matrices as follows

X(i, j) =

(Eji

−

E1i+j−1 )

+

(E0j

−

Ej0 )

+

i−1
X

X

i+j−1

(E1a

−

E0a+1 )

a=0

+

(E1a − E0a+1 ).

a=j

Now, each difference between brackets satisfies the condition (3) and so, is an admissible
matrix. It follows that X(i, j) is an admissible matrix.
As X(i, j) is a sum of i + 1 matrices of degree 2, its degree is less than or equal to 2(i + 1).
In fact, as the entry (0, 0) equals 1 for the first matrix in the sum and −1 for the last matrix,
the degree of A is at most 2i + 1. Our assumption in this case was i < g/2, so that A is an
admissible matrix of degree at most g.
Case 2 (i > g/2): We define X(i, j) as
j−(g−i),i+(g−i)−1

j−1,i
Ai,0
+ Aj−2,i+1
+ · · · + A1,0
1,0
j,0 + A1,0

.

The same argument above proves that X(i, j) is an admissible matrix (taking into account
that j − g + i = j + i and i + g − i = 0 in Zg ) of degree at most 2(g − i + 1). But as the entry
(i, 0) appears once with +1 and once with −1, the degree of X(i, j) is actually less than or
equal to 2(g − i) + 1. Now we are assuming i > g/2, so this degree is at most g.
Case 3 (i = g/2): If j 6= g/2 we proceed analogously to the cases above but exchanging the
roles of i and j. Hence, the only case left is g = 2k and i = j = k. In this case we define
X(i, j) as in case 1. In X(i, j) we have the sum of k + 1 degree 2 matrices. However, each
entry (k, 0) and (0, 0) appears twice with different signs, thus the matrix is of degree at most
g.
Now we consider the set B = {X(i, j) | (i, j) ∈ K} and prove that it is indeed a Z-basis for
adm(G). Matrices in B are clearly linearly independent because they have one entry equal
to 1 and all other entries labelled by K equal to zero. Moreover, matrices in B generate any
admissible matrix M. Indeed, by subtracting an integral combination of the matrices in B
we obtain an admissible matrix with all entries labelled by K equal to zero. It is an easy
observation that such a matrix is necessarily zero. Hence, M is an integral combination of
the matrices in B.

Remark 3.10. Most of the phylogenetic invariants constructed above are of degree smaller
than g, however some of them may be exactly of degree g. This complies with the conjecture
of Sturmfels and Sullivant [SS05].
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Example 3.11. For the group Z4 the above construction gives the following 6 matrices:


0
1
 −1 0
X(1, 2) = 
 1 −1
0
0

1
0
 −1 1
X(2, 2) = 
 0
0
0 −1

1
0
 −1 1
X(3, 2) = 
 −1 0
1 −1

−1
1
0
0
−1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0


0
0 
,
0 
0

0
0 
,
0 
0

−1
0 
,
1 
0



0
1
 −1 0
X(1, 3) = 
 0
0
1 −1

1
0
 0
0
X(2, 3) = 
 −1 1
0 −1

0
1
 −1 1
X(3, 3) = 
 0 −1
1 −1


0 −1
0 1 
,
0 0 
0 0

0 −1
0 0 
,
0 0 
0 1

−1 0
0 0 
.
1 0 
0 0

The matrices X(1, 2) and X(1, 3) have degree 3 and correspond to Case 1; the matrices
X(2, 2) and X(2, 3) correspond to Case 2, and the last two X(3, 2) and X(3, 3) to Case 3.
The rows and columns are labeled consecutively with group elements 0, 1, 2, 3.
3.2. Arbitrary group. Consider the group G × H, where G and H are arbitrary abelian
groups, and denote g = |G| and h = |H|. Suppose that we already know generating sets for
adm(G) and adm(H), which have cardinalities (g − 1)(g − 2) and (h − 1)(h − 2), respectively.
We shall define a collection of (gh − 1)(gh − 2) matrices, which will be a generating set for
adm(G × H). Moreover, these admissible matrices either will have degree three or will come
from admissible matrices of G or H. In particular, the degree of the equations does not
increase, apart from the fact that we are adding new cubics.
In this subsection we will use the following notation: elements of G will be denoted by
i, j and always precede the comma when a couple (·, ·) ∈ G × H occurs; elements of H will
be called k, l and always follow the comma. We point out that, although we are using the
same notation for the group elements as we did in the cyclic case, the groups G and H are
not necessarily cyclic.
Definition 3.12 (matrix Bi,j
k,l ). Given elements i, j ∈ G and k, l ∈ H, with j 6= 0 and k 6= 0,
we define the admissible matrix Bi,j
k,l for G × H by

 

(i+j,0)
(i,k)
(i,0)
(i,k)
(i+j,0)
(i,0)
Bi,j
=
E
+
E
+
E
−
E
+
E
+
E
k,l
(j,l)
(0,l)
(0,k+l)
(0,k+l)
(0,l)
(j,l) ,
that is,







= (i, k)



(i + j, 0) 

(i, 0)

Bi,j
k,l

(0, l)
(0, k + l)
(j, l)

..
..
..
.
.
.
· · · 0 · · · 1 · · · −1 · · · 


..
..
..

.
.
.

· · · −1 · · · 0 · · · 1 · · · 

..
..
..


.
.
.

· · · 1 · · · −1 · · · 0 · · · 
..
..
..
.
.
.

where rows and columns have been ordered lexicografically and all non-explicit entries are
zero. It is a degree 3 matrix, representing a cubic polynomial.
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Let us consider the following sets of admissible matrices:
(1) (g − 1)2 (h − 1)2 matrices Bi,j
k,l for i, j 6= 0 and k, l 6= 0;
0,j
2
(2) (h − 1) (g − 1) matrices Bk,l for j 6= 0 and k, l 6= 0;
(3) (g − 1)2 (h − 1) matrices Bi,j
k,0 for i, j 6= 0 and k 6= 0;
(4) (h − 1)2 (g − 1) transpositions of matrices of type (2);
(5) (g − 1)2 (h − 1) transpositions of matrices of type (3);
(6) (g − 1)(h − 1) matrices B0,j
k,0 for j 6= 0 and k 6= 0;
(7) a Z-basis for adm(G) embedded in Mgh (Z) by putting the elements of H equal to
zero (this produces (g − 1)(g − 2) matrices);
(8) a Z-basis for adm(H) embedded in Mgh (Z) by putting the elements of G equal to
zero (this produces (h − 1)(h − 2) matrices).
Let us explain the construction of matrices of type (7) and (8). There is a canonical embedding sG : G → G × H defined by sG (i) = (i, 0). By this embedding we can regard elements
of G as elements of G × H. Hence, we can regard an admissible matrix for G as a submatrix
of an admissible matrix for G × H, by putting all entries not indexed by group elements in
the image of sG equal to zero. This gives matrices of type (7) and, analogously, of type (8).
All together we have defined a set B of (gh − 1)(gh − 2) matrices. We prove below that
any admissible matrix of G × H is an integral combination of matrices in B.
Remark 3.13. Note that the group of group-based flows acts on the coordinates of the
ambient space A. Consider a matrix B0,j
k,0 representing a simple cubic relation among flows
i,j
(type (6) above). Any other relation Bk,l is obtained from it by the action of the group-based
flow [(i, 0), (0, l), (−i, −l)]. The action of the group S3 on the leaves of T induces an action
on the coordinates of the ambient space. Namely, if σ ∈ S3 and [f1 , f2 , f3 ] is a group-based
flow, define
σ · x[f1 ,f2 ,f3 ] = x[fσ(1) ,fσ(2) ,fσ(3) ] .
Similarly, the transposition of the matrix Bi,j
k,l corresponds to the action of the transposition
τ12 = (12) ∈ S3 . Thus, although it may seem that the types (1)-(6) of matrices introduced
above are complicated, they all come from the most simple type (6) matrices B0,j
k,0 under the
action of a group equal to the semidirect product of S3 and the group of group-based flows.
Proposition 3.14. Each admissible matrix for the group G × H is an integral combination
of admissible matrices of types (1) − (8).
Proof. Consider an admissible matrix M of G × H. We will reduce it to zero modulo the
matrices presented above. First note that the matrices of type (1) have a unique nonzero
entry (equal to 1) indexed by (i, k)(j, l) for i, j 6= 0 and k, l 6= 0. Thus, by subtracting
an integral combination of matrices of type (1) we can reduce all such entries to zero. We
proceed analogously for entries indexed by (0, k)(j, l), (i, k)(j, 0),(i, k)(0, l), (i, 0)(j, l) for
i, j 6= 0 and k, l 6= 0, using respectively matrices of type (2), (3), (4) and (5). Hence, we can
assume that the only nonzero entry of the matrix M are indexed by (i, k)(j, l) where at least
two of i, j, k, l are neutral elements in the groups to which they belong. Entries indexed by
(0, k)(j, 0) for k 6= 0, j 6= 0 can be reduced using matrices of type (6).
Notice that we did not reduce entries indexed by (i, 0)(0, l) or (i, k)(0, 0) nor (0, 0)(j, l).
We claim that if i, l 6= 0, these entries are in fact 0. Indeed, fix a column indexed by (i, l)
with i 6= 0, l 6= 0. After the reduction process described above, we know that the only
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possible nonzero entry in this column is (0, 0)(j, l). By admissibility this entry must also be
zero. The same holds for (i, k)(0, 0) by considering a row. Consider now an entry indexed
by (i, 0)(0, l) for i 6= 0 and l 6= 0. The sum of these two indices equals (i, l) but no sum of
indices of any other nonzero entry in the matrix is equal to (i, l) (all remaining entries have
indices of type (0, ·)(0, ·) or (·, 0)(·, 0), which do not sum up to (i, l) if i, l 6= 0). Thus, by
admissibility, the entry indexed by (i, 0)(0, l) must be equal to zero.
Hence, we have reduced the matrix to a matrix M that has nonzero entries indexed only
either by (0, k)(0, l) or (i, 0)(j, 0) for some (possibly equal to 0) elements i, j, k, l. It remains
to show that such a matrix is a sum of the admissible matrices induced from G or H. This
will finish the proof, as such matrices, by assumption, are integral combinations of matrices
of type (7) and (8).
Let S1 be the subset of entries indexed by (i, 0)(j, 0) for i, j ∈ G and let S2 be the subset
of entries indexed by (0, k)(0, l) for k, l ∈ H. The intersection S1 ∩ S2 contains precisely one
entry indexed by (0, 0), (0, 0), which we call e. Let us define a matrix M1 , which will be an
admissible matrix induced from G, as follows. Each entry in S1 different from e is defined to
be the same in M1 and M. Moreover, all entries of M1 not in S1 are set to zero. It remains
to define the entry e. We define it so that the sum of the row indexed by (0, 0) in M1 is
equal to zero. Let us notice that all other rows of M1 either coincide with M or have all
entries equal to zero. Hence, the sum of all entries of M1 is equal to zero. For the same
reason, all columns of M1 not indexed by (0, 0), have entries summing up to zero. Hence, so
must the column indexed by (0, 0) and M1 satisfies the first two conditions of admissibility.
We proceed to check the third condition. If k 6= 0 then all the entries with indices in I(i,k)
for M1 are zero, and in particular sum up to zero. If i 6= 0 then all the entries indexed by
elements of I(i,0) for M1 coincide with entries in M, thus they sum up to zero. As the sum of
all entries of M1 is zero, it follows that the sum of entries indexed by elements of I(0,0) equals
zero. Thus M1 is admissible. It immediately follows that M − M1 is admissible and induced
from H (as all its nonzero entries are in S2 ), which finishes the proof.

Summing up, we have obtained the following result.
Theorem 3.15. For any finite abelian group Za1 × · · · × Zak , the variety XT for the tripod
T is defined in U by a complete intersection whose equations have degree at most max(3, ai )
and can be derived by successively applying the previous results.
Remark 3.16. Note that for the 3-Kimura model we have constructed a set of phylogenetic
invariants of degree 3 that do not generate the whole ideal, but define the variety on an open
set. This improves previous results from [CFS08] in the sense that invariants defining the
variety on the open set given in that paper had degrees 3 and 4.
4. Joins of trees
Let G be an arbitrary finite abelian group of cardinality g. Consider two (rooted or
unrooted) trees T1 and T2 , each with a distinguished leaf, say v1 and v2 . We define the
joined tree T = T1 ? T2 to be the tree obtained by identifying the leaves v1 , v2 to an edge ε
(see Figure 4). It is well known how to find phylogenetic invariants for T knowing them for
T1 and T2 [SS05, Sul07, Mic11]. However, it is not clear how to describe the variety XT as
a complete intersection in the Zariski open subset U , knowing such description for XT1 and
XT2 . This is the goal of this section.
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=

Figure 4. Gluing two trees T1 and T2 by the leaves v1 and v2 . The resulting
tree T = T1 ? T2 is rooted at the node n1 , which is the closest node to v1 in
T1 , and oriented accordingly.
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Figure 5. A group-based flow for Z6 on T1 is extended to a group-based flow
on T .
The following notations and assumptions will be adopted throughout this section without
further reference. Write li for the number of leaves of Ti and ei for the number of edges, so
that T = T1 ? T2 has l := l1 + l2 − 2 leaves and e := e1 + e2 − 1 edges. We root T at the
node n1 of T1 closest to v1 and orient T from this root. The trees T1 and T2 will be given
the orientation induced from this orientation on T (see Figure 4). Moreover, for each tree
Ti choose a leaf li different from vi .
Definition 4.1 (E1 (·),E2 (·)). Consider a group-based flow f on T1 . There exists precisely
one group-based flow E1 (f ) on T that agrees with f on T1 and associates to all other leaves,
apart from l2 , the neutral element of G. Indeed, take E1 (f ) equal to f (n1 → v1 ) at all
edges that appear in the shortest path from n1 to l2 , and equal to the neutral element at the
other edges of T2 . We call E1 (f ) the extension of f to T (relative to l2 ) . Analogously, for a
group-based flow on T2 we define the extension E2 (f ) (relative to l1 ).
Example 4.2. The figure 4 illustrates the above definition in the case G = Z6 with an
example of a flow in T1 extended to a flow in T = T1 ? T2 .
Next, we proceed to define three sets of phylogenetic invariants for T . Let A1 (resp. A2 )
be the set of phylogenetic invariants defining the variety XT1 (resp. XT2 ) on the respective
Zariski open set U1 := UT1 (resp. U2 := UT2 ) as a complete intersection. In particular,
|Ai | = gli −1 − 1 − (g − 1)ei (see Corollary 2.15).
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0
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0

0
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0

0

Figure 6. The group-based flow fg0 defined on T = T1 ? T2 .
(1) Invariants induced from A1 : each invariant in A1 is represented by two multisets of
flows on T1 . Let us apply E1 (·) to all elements of both multisets, obtaining multisets
m1 and m2 of flows on T . We claim that m1 ≡T m2 . This is equivalent to the
equalities πe (m1 ) = πe (m2 ) for every edge of T . This is obvious for edges in T1 , as
before the extension we started from a valid relation on T1 . Notice that the value of
the extension E1 (f ) on any edge of T2 is uniquely determined by the element that f
associates to the pendant edge of T1 where v1 lies. As the projection to the chosen
leaf gives the same multisets, the same must be true for all other edges of T2 . Hence,
for each element of A1 the multisets m1 and m2 define a phylogenetic invariant for
T . Its degree is the same as the degree of the original element of A1 .
(2) Invariants induced from A2 : the construction is analogous to the previous case, by
applying E2 (·).
(3) g(gl1 −2 −1)(gl2 −2 −1) quadratic invariants, which are examples of the so-called “edge
invariants”, cf. Example 2.10. These will come in g groups indexed by elements of
G. Given g0 ∈ G, consider any group-based flow f on T that associates:
• g0 to the common edge of T1 and T2 (there are g choices for these);
• arbitrary elements to leaves of T1 different from v1 , but not the neutral element
at the same time to all leaves different from l1 . There are gl1 −2 − 1 possible
choices for these.
• arbitrary elements to leaves of T2 different from v2 , but not the neutral element
at the same time to all leaves different from l2 . There are gl2 −2 − 1 possible
choices for these.
There are g(gl1 −2 − 1)(gl2 −2 − 1) choices for f . Write f|Ti for the restriction of f to
Ti . Hence, f can be considered as the join of f|T1 and f|T2 : f = f|T1 ? f|T2 .
Notation. We will write fg0 for the group-based flow on T = T1 ? T2 that assigns
g0 to all edges in the shortest path joining n1 and l2 , −g0 to all edges in the shortest
path joining n1 and l1 , and the neutral element to the other edges (see Figure 6).
Notice that for any flow f as above, there is a quadratic relation:
n
o
{f, fg0 } ≡ f|T1 ? fg0 |T2 , fg0 |T1 ? f|T2
where on the right hand side we have joins of respective restrictions.
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In summary, we have defined


gl1 −1 − 1 − (g − 1)e1 + gl2 −1 − 1 − (g − 1)e2 + g(gl1 −2 − 1)(gl2 −2 − 1) = codim X
invariants.
Lemma 4.3. The invariants above form a set of Laurent monomials that define X on U .
Proof. Consider any Laurent monomial vanishing on X ∩ U , represented by multisets m1 =
{f1 , . . . , fk } and m2 = {f10 , . . . , fk0 } of group-based flows on T (that is, {f1 (e), . . . , fk (e)} =
{f10 (e), . . . , fk0 (e)} as multisets for any edge e of T ). Consider the multisets
m01 := {f1 , . . . , fk , ff1 (ε) , . . . , ffk (ε) },
m02 := {f10 , . . . , fk0 , ff10 (ε) , . . . , ffk0 (ε) },
where fg is defined as above. Notice, that as πε (m1 ) = πε (m2 ) (because m1 and m2 represent
a Laurent monomial defining X in U ), we have enlarged m1 and m2 by adding the same
multiset {ff1 (ε) , . . . , ffk (ε) } of flows. Thus, as we consider the variety X on the Zariski open
set U , it is enough to see that the relation m01 ≡ m02 can be generated by a relation in the
elements of (1), (2), and (3). We can apply quadric relations

{fj , ffj (ε) } ≡ fj|T1 ? ffj (ε)|T2 , ffj (ε)|T1 ? fj|T2
and

n
o
0
0
0 (ε)|T , ff 0 (ε)|T ? f
{fj0 , ffj0 (ε) } = fj|T
?
f
f
j|T2
2
1
1
j
j

for j = 1, . . . , k. After this reduction our relation m01 ≡ m02 is a sum of two relations:
n
o

0
0
fj|T1 ? ffj (ε)|T2 j=1,...,k = fj|T
?
f
fj (ε)|T2
1
j=1,...,k

and



ffj (ε)|T1 ? fj|T2

j=1,...,k


= ffj (ε)|T1 ? fj|T2

j=1,...,k

.

The first (resp. second) one is the extension E1 (·) (resp. E2 (·)) of a relation holding on
T1 (resp. T2 ). Hence, it is generated by binomials defined in point (1) (resp. (2)).

5. Claw trees
The varieties associated to trees of high valency are considered to be much more complex
than those associated to trivalent trees. In this section we prove the following result, which
gives a positive answer to a conjecture in the third author’s PhD thesis [Mic12].
Theorem 5.1. The variety X associated to the claw tree T with l leaves is a complete
intersection in the Zariski open set U . Moreover, if l ≥ 4, then X is the scheme theoretic
intersection in U of two varieties associated to two trees of smaller valency, and we provide
an explicit description of X as a complete intersection in U .
In order to prove this theorem, we shall consider two types of invariants. First, let l1 and
l2 be two leaves of T and consider a tree T 0 with the same leaves as T but with two interior
nodes: one of valency 3 leading to leaves l1 and l2 and the other of valency l − 1 leading
to the rest of the leaves . Then the variety X 0 associated to T 0 contains X, so its defining
equations on U are also equations for X – cf. Figure 2 and Example 2.11.
We now define g − 1 additional phylogenetic invariants for the claw tree T , which will
be quadrics indexed by non-neutral group elements. We consider T rooted at the interior
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Figure 7. The trees T , T 0 and T 00 in the five leaves case.
node. We choose two leaves l3 , l4 in T different from l1 , l2 and, without loss of generality,
we assume that l1 , . . . , l4 are the first four leaves in T .
As T only contains pendant edges e1 , . . . , el , a group-based flow f on T will be denoted
as [g1 , . . . , gl ] if f (ei ) = gi . Note that the tuple [g1 , . . . , gl ] of elements of G is a group-based
flow on T if and only if g1 + · · · + gl = 0. Suppose G = Za1 × · · · × Zak , and write mj for
the image of m ∈ Zaj by the embedding Zaj ,→ G, that is, the element in G whose entry in
the j-th position is m and the rest of entries are 0.
Next, we proceed to assign a phylogenetic invariant to every element b = (b1 , . . . , bk ) 6= 0
of G.
(Nonspecial). Assume b is different of 1i for any i = 1, . . . , k. Let j be the largest index such
that bj 6= 0. Define a quadratic relation qb of group-based flows as follows:
qb : {lqb1 , lqb2 } ≡ {rqb1 , rqb2 },
where
lqb1 = [1j , 0, b − 1j , −b, 0, . . . , 0],
lqb2 = [0, b − 1j , 0, −b + 1j , 0, . . . , 0],

rqb1 = [0, 0, b − 1j , −b + 1j , 0, . . . , 0],
rqb2 = [1j , b − 1j , 0, −b, 0, . . . , 0].

(Special). If b = 1j for some j, consider
qj : {lqj1 , lqj2 } ≡ {rqj1 , rqj2 },
where
lqj1 = [1j , 0, −1j , 0, 0, . . . , 0],
lqj2 = [0, −1j , 0, 1j , 0, . . . , 0],

rqj1 = [0, 0, −1j , 1j , 0, . . . , 0],
rqj2 = [1j , −1j , 0, 0, 0, . . . , 0].

In any case, these correspond to phylogenetic invariants on T because the left flows lq’s assign
at each edge of T that same pair as the right flows rq’s. The last quadrics qj , j = 1, . . . , k
will be called special whereas the previous will be called nonspecial.
Note that all these quadrics are edge-invariants for the tree T 00 that has two interior nodes:
one w with descendants l2 and l3 and another with the rest of the leaves as descendants,
cf. Example 2.11. Indeed, rooting T 00 at w for example, all flows above can be extended to
the internal edge of T 00 by the same element: 1j in the special and −b + 1j in the nonspecial
case.
Example 5.2. If T is the 5-leaved tree of fig 7 and G = Z2 × Z3 , then the quadric qb for
the element b = (1, 2) is

[(0, 1), (0, 0), (1, 1), (−1, −2), (0, 0)], [(0, 0), (1, 1), (0, 0), (−1, −1), (0, 0)] ≡

≡ [(0, 0), (0, 0), (1, 1), (−1, −1), (0, 0)], [(0, 1), (1, 1), (0, 0), (−1, −2), (0, 0)] .
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As all flows have πe2 + πe3 = (1, 1), this quadric is also a quadratic relation in T 00 .
Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of leaves l. The case l = 3 has been studied
as a separate case in section 3, so we assume l > 3.
By the induction hypothesis, the variety associated to T 0 on U is a complete intersection
defined by gl−1 − 1 − (l + 1)(g − 1) phylogenetic invariants. All these are also invariants for
the claw tree T , because XT is contained in XT 0 .
These invariants together with the quadrics qb , b 6= 0, defined above form a set of gl−1 −
1 − (l + 1)(g − 1) + (g − 1) = gl−1 − 1 − l(g − 1) = codim X invariants. It remains to prove
that on U they generate any binomial in the ideal of X.
Let us represent any such binomial by m1 ≡T m2 , where m1 and m2 are multisets of flows
on T . The fact that it vanishes on X is equivalent to the condition that the projection πek to
any edge ek of T applied to m1 and m2 gives the same multisets of elements of G. Consider
an operator π1,2 that associates to any flow f = [g1 , . . . , gl ] the sum π1,2 (f ) = g1 + g2 ∈ G,
and then represents it as an element (b1 , . . . , bk ) ∈ Zk , with 0 ≤ bi < ai . We extend this
operator π1,2 to multisets of group-based flows as follows: for a multiset m = {f1 , . . . , fd }
we define π1,2 (m) to be the multiset {π1,2 (f1 ), . . . , π1,2 (fd )} of elements in Zk .
Notice that if m1 , m2 are multisets of flows on T such that π1,2 (m1 ) = π1,2 (m2 ), then
the binomial represented by m1 and m2 vanishes on XT 0 : m1 ≡T 0 m2 , and hence it can be
generated by the elements of a complete intersection for T 0 . In case π1,2 (m1 ) 6= π1,2 (m2 ), we
will reduce the multisets m1 and m2 using the (g − 1) quadrics qb defined above, until π1,2
applied to both multisets gives the same result.
If α is a multiset of elements in Zk , we denote by s(α) the sum of its elements, s(α) ∈ Zk .
1st step. We first show that any binomial represented by two multisets m1 and m2 can be
replaced by a new binomial represented by multisets m01 and m02 that satisfy s(π1,2 (m01 )) =
s(π1,2 (m02 )) in Zk .
We observe that although π1,2 (m1 ) and π1,2 (m2 ) may be different multisets, for sure one
has s(π1,2 (m1 )) = s(π1,2 (m2 )) as elements of G (as πei (m1 ) = πei (m2 ) as elements of G for
i = 1, 2). Therefore, although the sum of π1,2 (m1 ) and of π1,2 (m2 ) may not be the same
vectors in Zk , their difference in the j-th coordinates will be always divisible by aj .
Note that the multisets lqj and rqj defining the special quadrics qj above satisfy s(π1,2 (lqj )) =
s(π1,2 (rqj )) + aj (since π1,2 (lqj ) = {1j , aj − 1j } and π1,2 (lqj ) = {0, 0}). Hence, by enlarging
multisets m1 and m2 with the multisets {lqj1 , lqj2 } and {rqj1 , rqj2 } defined above respectively,
we can assume that π1,2 (m1 ) and π1,2 (m2 ) sum up to the same vector in Zk .
2nd step. Now we assume that s(π1,2 (m1 )) = s(π1,2 (m2 )) in Zk and we prove that m1 , m2
can be replaced by two new multisets satisfying π1,2 (m01 ) = π1,2 (m02 ).
To this end, we will use the nonspecial quadrics defined above. If f is an element in m1
such that π1,2 (f ) = (b1 , . . . , bk ) is different from zero or any 1i , i = 1, . . . , k, we define new
multisets m01 = m1 ∪ lqb and m02 = m2 ∪ rqb , where
lqb = {lqb1 , lqb2 },
rqb = {rqb1 , rqb2 }.
We have that π1,2 (lqb ) = {1j , b − 1j } and π1,2 (rqb ) = {0, b}. In this case we say that f and
rqb2 are π1,2 -paired. The other flows that have been added, lqb1 , lqb2 and rqb1 , are not π1,2 paired, but their π1,2 value is either b − 1j , 0, or 1j . In any case, the corresponding π1,2 value
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is smaller than π1,2 (f ). Moreover, m01 and m02 still satisfy s(π1,2 (m01 )) = s(π1,2 (m02 )) in Zk
because the multisets that have been added to m1 and m2 fulfill this condition also.
We repeat the procedure, dealing also with the flows in m2 . In the end, we reach a couple
of multisets m01 and m02 , where the only (possibly) elements that are not π1,2 -paired elements
are either equal to 0 or 1j for some i = 1, . . . , k. As the sums of elements of π1,2 (m01 ) and
π1,2 (m02 ) are equal as elements of Zk , we deduce that π1,2 (m01 ) and π1,2 (m02 ) contain the same
number of elements of type 1i , the same number of elements equal to 0, and a certain number
of π1,2 -paired elements. This means that we obtained a pair of multisets m01 , m02 for which
π1,2 (m01 ) = π1,2 (m02 ) as multisets, as desired.
Such a relation is induced by a relation holding on T 0 , so we are done.

6. Conclusion
Putting together all the results we have obtained,
Theorem 6.1. For any abelian group G = Za1 × · · · × Zak and any tree T the associated
variety X in the Zariski open set U is a complete intersection of explicitly constructed phylogenetic invariants of degree at most max(3, ai ).
Varieties X representing group-based models are complicated from an algebraic point of
view. For arbitrary finite abelian group G a complete description of the ideal is not known,
even for the simplest tree (the tripod). Also, for simple groups, like Z2 × Z2 a complete
description of the ideal is only conjectural for arbitrary trees. However, these varieties admit
a simple description on the Zariski open set U , isomorphic to a torus. In Fourier coordinates
this torus is identified with the locus of points in the projective space with all coordinates
different from zero. The intersection X ∩ U is a torus, which admits a precise description as
a complete intersection in U of codim X phylogenetic invariants of degree at most |G|. Thus
for a fixed G, to find these phylogenetic invariants explicitly one proceeds as follows:
(1) present G as a product of cyclic groups,
(2) for each cyclic component of G find the correct phylogenetic invariants for the tripod
– the explicit formula for them is given in the proof of Proposition 3.9,
(3) reconstruct the correct phylogenetic invariants for the tripod and the whole group G
– these amounts to adding specific cubics, as described in Section 3.2,
(4) if we consider any trivalent tree an inductive procedure, basing on adding correct
edge invariants, to construct correct phylogenetic invariants was given in Section 4,
(5) if we want to find phylogenetic invariants for trees of higher valency, we have to first
construct them for claw trees (the method is provided in Section 5) and as before
apply results of Section 4.
In particular, on U , the conjecture of Sturmfels and Sullivant on the degree of phylogenetic
invariants holds.
7. Appendix
Proof of Proposition 2.15. The last part of the Proposition is implied by:
N

C[M̃0 ] = C[M0 ](G ) .
Thus it is enough to prove the above equality.
N
Clearly the elements of M̃0 are invariant under the action of GN , hence C[M̃0 ] ⊂ C[M0 ](G ) .
The elements of M0 form a basis of C[M0 ] consisting of eigenvectors with respect to the GN
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action. Thus any invariant vector must be a linear combination of invariant elements of M0 .
It remains to prove that an element of M0 that is invariant with respect to GN belongs to
M̃0 . The proof is inductive on the number of nodes of the tree T .
First suppose that T has one interior node, thatPis T P
is a claw tree, with l leaves. Conl
sider an invariant element of M0 given by R :=
j=1
g∈G a(j,g) b(j,g) with the condition
P
P
g∈G a(1,g) = · · · =
g∈G a(l,g) = 0. We will reduce Q to zero modulo M̃0 . Notice that for
any 1 ≤ j ≤ l, g1 , g2 ∈ G the element Sj,g1 ,g2 := b(j,g1 ) + b(j,g2 ) − b(j,g1 +g2 ) − b(j,0) belongs to
M̃0 . Indeed, for example for j = 1 it equals:
Q[g1 ,−g1 ,0,...,0] + Q[g2 ,0,−g2 ,0,...,0] − Q[g1 +g2 ,−g1 ,−g2 ,0,...,0] − Q[0,...,0] .
Using elements as above we can reduce R and assume that for any g 6= 0 and 1 ≤ j ≤ l,
the coefficient a(j,g) is zero apart from one g for each j, for which the coefficient can be
equal to one. Precisely, if for some j coefficients a(j,g1 ) , a(j,g2 ) are positive (resp. negative) we
subtract (resp. add) Sj,g1 ,g2 . If there is a positive entry a(j,g1 ) and a negative a(j,g2 ) we add
Sj,g2 ,g1 −g2 . If a coefficient a(j,g) is negative we add Sj,g,−g
P . If a coefficient aj,g > 1 we subtract
Sj,g1 ,g1 . All these operations either strictly decrease g6=0 |aj,g | or leave the sum unchanged
and increase the sum of negative
coefficients. Thus the procedure must finish.
Pl
In other words, R =
b
j=1 (j,gj ) − Q[0,...,0] modulo M̃0 . As R is invariant, we obtain
Pl
j=1 gj = 0, which finishes the first inductive step.
Suppose now that T has more than one interior nodes. Consider an invariant element
R ∈ M0 as before. By choosing an interior edge m ∈ E we can present T = T1 ? T2 .
The element Q induces two invariant
elements Ri ∈ M0,Ti for
P
Pi = 1, 2. By the inductive
c
Q
assumption we obtain: Ri =
,
where
c
∈
Z,
i,j
j i,j fi,j
j ci,j = 0 and Qfi,j ∈ PTi
1
correspond to flows
P fi,j on the tree Ti . Let us consider the signed multisets Zi that are the
projections of
ci,j Qfi,j onto the edge m – each fi,j distinguishes an element on m. The
multiset Zi has ci,j elements distinguished by fi,j with a minus sign if ci,j < 0. Zi is a signed
multiset of group elements. Let Zi0 be a signed multiset obtained by reductions cancelling g
with −g in the multiset Zi 2. The multiset Z10 is just the signed multiset of group elements
corresponding to the projection of R to m. Thus, the multiset Z20 is the same multiset as
Z10 . This means that we can pair together elements from Z10 and Z20 such that each pair gives
rise to a flow on the tree T . The image of the sum of these flows does not have to equal R
yet. We have to lift also the flows that we canceled by passing from Zi to Zi0 . This is done as
follows. Suppose that two flows f1,j0 and f1,j1 on T1 associate g to the edge m, but c1,j0 > 0
and c1,j1 < 0. Then, f1,j0 and −f1,j1 were canceling each other in Z1 . We choose any flow
s on T2 that associates g to the edge m. We can glue together f1,j0 and s obtaining a flow
f1,j0 ? s on the tree T and analogously f1,j1 ? s. The difference of flows Qf1,j0 ?s − Qf1,j1 ?s has
the same coordinates b(e,g) on the edges e of the tree T1 as Qf1,j0 − Qf1,j1 . Moreover, the
coordinates b(e,g) for the edges e belonging
Pto T2 are equal to zero. In this way we obtain the
flows of T with the signed sum equal to
cj fi,j on Ti , hence equal to R.


1Formally,

by a signed multiset we mean a pair of multisets on the same base set. The first multiset
represents the positive multiplicities, the second one negative.
2Formally, if an element belongs to both multisets (the negative and the positive one) we cancel it.
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